Discover the Essence of Greece
at your own pace
Personalized, inclusive self-drive tour programs
WHY GREECE
Greece is a treasure-trove, evoking millennia of myths, legends and feats of civilisation and history - and fantastic
nature. It is also renowned internationally for its beaches, its gentle climate, its light but hearty cuisine and its
friendly and vibrant society.
One of the best ways to experience the Essence of Greece is to tread off the beaten path, with a receptive frame
of mind. Be ready for the messages carried by the salty fragrance of the Aegean breeze, seek out the lonely,
minuscule shrine on the remote mountain-side, accept the invitation for a simple meal under the olive tree by
the friendly elderly peasant couple. Be ready to toil on the rocky, lofty mountain range but also to wander on the
thyme-covered, beckoning hillock. Wake up early so as not to miss the rising sun reflected on our sea, its waves
and ripples shining back the light and playfully synthesizing a zillion small dawns which will light your mind.
It is only then, through this mosaic of such simple yet rich experiences, that the Essence of Greece will slowly
come out and welcome you.

-

Our personalized, inclusive self-drive concept of how
to best explore the Essence of Greece
To make this all possible, our specialist team in Greece discusses with you your interests, preferences and
requirements. These iterations allow us to define and refine the best self-drive itineraries, tailor-made for you to
choose from. We then make all the arrangements - car rental, accommodation selection and reservation, archaeological site guides if required and so on.
All you have to do is select one of suggested itineraries: the rest we will organize on your behalf, thus offering a
hassle-free, fantastic experience full of memories to take home and cherish.
After all this is what the perfect vacation is all about!

TESTIMONIALS

HIGHLIGHTS
“Fantastic Self-Drive Tour”

Because of Eric, planning our trip to Greece was fun rather than stressful,
with Eric taking our general travel style and “need to see” destinations and
then suggesting itineraries for our 2-week trip. After picking our preferred
itinerary, a few adjustments with input from ourselves and Eric, and many
emails between the three of us, we were ready to head to Greece!
Petra Kellie, USA

“A memorable experience!”
…We visited all the places my friends were interested in, our guide was
very knowledgeable, the hotels where we stayed could not have been
better and Eric was an amazing tour leader. Everything ran smoothly and
because of his love and enthusiasm for the land and the people, he made
everyone fall in love with Greece. And made me even prouder of my roots
than I was before!!! We all had a wonderful time!
Saisurya, India

“There is a difference between a tour and an experience.
We had the last one.”
It was in every aspect challenging and full of information. We have learned
so much and coming back to Athens we will use your expertise once
again.”
Norbert Wohlfahrt, Germany


“Fantastic tour of the well known as well as lesser known sites, particularly
in the Peloponnese, and including some travel off the beaten track. You
think you know Greece, and then find that there is a whole new aspect to
explore.
I can thoroughly recommend this company as a tour operator. They will
bend over backwards to ensure your needs are met.”

- Creation of inspiring,
individualized itineraries
that best reflect your
interests and requirements
- Huge selection of vehicles
from global rental companies
to choose from, from small
economy cars to capacious
9-seater minibuses and 4x4's.
Both petrol and diesel engine
options are available,
as well as manual and auto
transmissions.
We can offer you the vehicle
best suited to your requirements and specifications
- Round the year programs,
to best reflect the exhilarating
seasonal attractions
and varieties of Greece
- 24/7 support line during
your stay in Greece
- Airport private transfers with
luxury minibus included
- Welcome dinner at a
top-rated Athens restaurant
included
- Face-to-face pre-trip briefing
and Q&A session, with printed
information material included
- Take the hassle out of your
itinerary and travel design,
no unknowns!

Silva Bassett, New Zealand

For more information, please contact us:

